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 .Conditions for a finite rank module over an almost maximal valuation domain
to be a direct sum of uniserials are developed. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
w x w xAs pointed out in SZ , there is a gap in the argument of F , although
the decomposability of submodules of finitely generated modules over
almost maximal valuation domains into direct sums of rank ones is correct
w xas stated. To bridge the gap, SZ offers a closely reasoned computational
w xthree page proof of a ``more general'' form of F, Prop. 8 . It might be
remarked that it is not in fact more general, being restricted to torsion
w xmodules whereas that of F covers mixed modules as well. Here it is
proposed to achieve the indicated common generalization with the more
w xdirect methods of F ; these also yield a clarification of the more general
conditions under which some of the intermediate steps are valid.
Only modules over commutative valuation rings will be considered. The
latter are unitary rings in which divisibility is a total order: given any two
elements, one of them divides the other; hence any finite set includes a
greatest common divisor and the ideals are totally ordered under inclusion.
A subset is an ideal iff it includes all multiples of its elements, dually a
filter iff it includes all divisors of its elements. A module is uniserial if its
submodules are totally ordered. A submodule N of a module M is pure if
 .divisibility in M by scalars of its elements is no stronger than in N, i.e., if
ry g N entails there is a yX g N with ry s ryX.
One can use a filterbase F of submodules of a module to equip it with a
 .not necessarily separated group topology}the weakest making the sub-
modules in F neighborhoods of 0. A neighborhood system for each point
is then its cosets mod the submodules in F; a subset S is complete when
every filterbase of cosets, one for each of the submodules in F, which
meets S, has an intersection which meets S, and ultracomplete if this also
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holds for every subfilterbase of F. What the latter comes to is that every
system of congruences mod submodules from F, finitely solvable in e.g.,
.with constants from S, is simultaneously solvable in S. The filterbases
y1  4which will be used are annihilators, r 0 s x : rx s 0 , of elements r from
 4an ideal I and multiples, qM s x : ' y, x s qy , of elements from a filter
 4  4q ; S will be called I-annihilator, respectively q -, ultracomplete.
 y1LEMMA 1. If N is a pure submodule complete for annihilators r 0 : r g
4order ideal of y g MrN then the extension of N by Ry is tri¨ ial, i.e., is a
direct sum.
 .Proof. If y goes on y modulo N then py g N for every p g O y so
 . y1 y1 y1' y g N with p y y y s 0. When p s rq, q 0 ; p 0, y q q 0 ;p p q
y1 U  y1 4 U  .y q p 0 so there is a y g N l F y q p 0 ; y y y s y y y qp p p
U .  .y y y maps on y and is annihilated by every p g O y .p
To extend this to extensions by uniserial modules}these are unions of
chains of cyclics}observe that the element with order ideal I mapping on
y1 y1 .  .y is determined up to N l I 0 [ F r 0 : r g I : a possibly transfinite
sequence y , of generators with order ideals I , will give rise if N is purej j
.and annihilator ultracomplete to a sequence y with order ideals Ij j
X Xmapping on y ; every equality y s py will be reflected as y y py g N lj j j j j
Iy1 0. The extension is trivial just when the y can be modified by elementsj j
in the classes of N l Iy1 0 so as to make these actual equalities, sincej
there is then a homomorphism from the uniserial MrN to M which
reverses the quotient map. The equalities entail that the y have the samej
``height,'' as well as the same order ideal, as their image.
The height of an x g M over a valuation ring must be defined differ-
ently than over the p-adic integers. There is in general no single generator
p for the ideal of non-units so one cannot describe the height via a
generator's exponent; nor is there always a single divisor of x which is a
multiple of all others. Thus one is led to define the height of x g M, ht x,
as the set of r g R for which x g rM; this is a filter hence over a
valuation domain its inverses generate a fractional ideal, which is taken by
w x . y1  .FS as the definition . Of course ht y ; r ht ry . Observe that equality is
 .inherited by intermediate multiples: If r s pq then since ht qy ;
y1  . y1  . y1  .p ht pqy , q ht qy ; r ht ry s ht y. Additionally it is inherited by
y1  .products from the factors: If also y s sz with ht z s s ht y then
 .y1  . y1s rs ht ry . Equality holds in uniserials: In general, q g r ht rx iff
y1  .rq g ht rx iff rx g rqM iff x g qM q r 0 iff q g Dht x y z : rz s 0; in
a uniserial, if 0 / rx, i.e., x f ry1 0 then every z g ry1 0 is a non-invertible
 .multiple of x, hence x y z is an invertible multiple, so ht x y z s ht x s
ry1 ht rx. The height of an element in a pure submodule is the same as its
height in the ambient module: hence the equality will hold in the direct
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 4summand image in M of the uniserial. Conversely, a sequence y ofj
generators of a uniserial has all its relations consequences of p y s y :j j jy1
hence preimages of the generators of a uniserial which satisfy ht y sj
py1 ht p y yield a homomorphism which reverses the quotient map.j j j
LEMMA 2. If there is an element in each qM whose r-multiples agree with
y1  4those of y for e¨ery r g I, an ideal for which I 0 is q -complete, then there
is such an element in F qM.
Proof. For every q, set u s y y qy where rqy s ry for every r g I. Ifq q q
 4p is a multiple of q then u y u g qM so by q -completeness there is ap q
y1  .u g I 0 such that u y u g qM for all q. Then y y u s y y u qq q
 .u y u g qM for every q.q
COROLLARY 3. If the extension of N by uniserial MrN is cyclically tri¨ ial
 i.e., the subextension by e¨ery cyclic submodule of MrN is tri¨ ial; in the
w x .terminology of FS , N is a cyclically pure submodule of M and the elements
mapping on x, which ha¨e its order ideal I, include an element of greatest
y1height, e. g., if N l I 0 is ht x-complete, then there is a preimage x of x with
the same height and order ideal.
Proof. Since N is pure, qM l N l Iy1 0 s qN l Iy1 0, so the above
proof goes through with N in place of M.
 . y1  .  .Remark. Since O py s p O y > O y , cyclic triviality follows by
Lemma 1 from I-annihilator ultracompleteness and purity of N.
COROLLARY 4. If 0 / x g rM and ry1 0 is ry1 ht x-complete then there
is a y g ry1 x with ht y > ry1 ht x.
By iterating one obtains:
LEMMA 5. There is a choice of y g ry1 x, r g ht x with ht y s ry1 ht xr r
and y X g py1 y when rX s pr if either: ht x consists of the di¨ isors of ar r
 . y1 y1 sequence q s p q q s 1 and p 0 is q ht x-complete; or morenq1 n n 0 n nq1
. generally if it consists of the di¨ isors of a well-ordered for being a multiple
.  . X y1 Xy1of set Q starting with 1 such that for e¨ery q s pq, p 0 is q ht x-com-
y1  y1 4plete and, for each limit q, q 0 l F rM : r g q ht x is complete for the
annihilators of the quotients of q by its di¨ isors in Q.
Of course M may be replaced by its torsion submodule T which over
.non-domains will be understood to be the whole module M .
Proof. Completeness being a translation invariant, the last hypothesis
applies to qy1 x l F ??? , which permits lifting to y ; the intermediate y'sq
can be filled in by the remarks preceding Lemma 2.
LEMMA 6. If x 's height is at least as great as any y's which has some
multiple ry s rx / 0 then ht x s ry1 ht x.
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Proof. If q g ry1 ht x then x has height at least as great as some q
multiple y, so q g ht x.
COROLLARY 7. If some x q D ry1 0 : rx / 0 includes an element of great-
est height i.e., if the qM which meet this set ha¨e an intersection which meets
y1 .it}thus if D r 0 : rx / 0 is Q-complete for these q and Q consists of the
 . y1 y1 di¨ isors of a sequence q s p q q s 1 with p 0 q Q-complete ornq1 n n 0 n nq1
.the more general condition of Lemma 5 holds then this greatest height
element lies in a pure uniserial submodule.
Proof. In the uniserial generated by the y's of Lemma 5 over an x of
greatest height, every element has internal height equal to its height in the
full M.
LEMMA 8. If x has the same height and order ideal as its image x in the
uniserial quotient and ht x satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5 then the
extension is tri¨ ial.
 .Proof. Extend the map x ª x by transfinite induction successively to
y1 y1y ª y g p y , ht y s p ht y .n n n ny1 n n ny1
Conditions for the coincidence of height and order ideal of x and x are
given by Corollary 3 and the Remark following it:
y1 COROLLARY 9. If N l I 0 I the order ideal of x in the uniserial
.quotient is ht x-complete, or just if x is image of an x of greatest height, N is
pure and I-annihilator ultracomplete, and ht x satisfies the hypothesis of
Lemma 5, then the extension is tri¨ ial.
If the quotient uniserial is torsion-free, these reduce to the ht x-com-
pleteness of N while the Lemma 5 conditions only concern the torsion
submodule T of N.
LEMMA 10. Suppose 0 / x g the quotient torsion-free uniserial, image of
a greatest height x, e. g., kernel N is ht x-complete, while ht x is generated by a
Xy1 y1well-ordered Q such that p 0 is q ht x-complete for q a multiple of p and
y1  4for limit q, q 0 l F pT : p g ht x is annihilator complete for quotients of
q by di¨ isors in Q. Then the extension is tri¨ ial.
COROLLARY 11. With the quotient uniserial torsion-free, N ht x-complete,
y1 y1ht x countably generated by q s p q , and p 0 q ht x-complete, thenq1 n n n nq1
extension is tri¨ ial.
With also N torsion-free, only its ht x-completeness is needed.
When the quotient uniserial is torsion, the first hypotheses in Corollary
9 are still internal to the pure kernel N but those in Lemma 5 must be
verified in the extension.
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LEMMA 12. Let the torsion submodule T satisfy Lemma 5 for Q a filter
containing the height of e¨ery element, let e¨ery pure submodule N be
y1  .annihilator ultracomplete and ha¨e some x q N l I 0, I s O x , Rx l
 y1N s 0, include an element of greatest height e. g., N l I 0 is Q-ultracom-
. y1plete as well as x q D r N : rx f N include an element of greatest height
mod N, i.e., an N-coset the heights of whose elements dominate e. g.,
y1 .D r N : rx f N is Q-ultracomplete . Then M is a direct sum of uniserials.
Proof. The inverse image of a pure submodule mod a pure kernel is
pure; hence there is an increasing chain of direct sums of pure uniserials,
each a summand of the next one.
A module over a valuation domain is said to have rank n if it is the
homomorphic image of a submodule of an n-dimensional vector space
over the quotient field for smallest n. The rank of a direct sum is the sum
of the ranks: for a finite rank module the conditions of Lemma 12 yield a
decomposition into a finite direct sum of uniserials. They may be verified
over an almost maximal valuation domain: The torsion submodule is the
image of the pure submodule generated by the kernel of the defining
epimorphism in its finite rank torsion-free domain. This pure submodule is
contained in a finite product of copies of the field each of which meets the
kernel; thus the torsion is a submodule of a finite product of proper
images of the field which, by almost maximality, are ultracomplete for the
.filterbase of all submodules hence have such an ultracomplete finite
product and is therefore itself ultracomplete. An ultracomplete torsion
 .submodule satisfies the Lemma 5 conditions as well as the annihilator
 .  .ultracompleteness of its pure submodules and the R- ultracompleteness
of all submodules of Iy1 0 for I / 0.
COROLLARY 13. O¨er an almost maximal ¨aluation domain, e¨ery finite
rank module has its torsion submodule a direct summand which is a direct
sum of uniserials; the whole module is such a direct sum if the torsion-free
rank is one, if the torsion-free quotient is contained in a direct sum of cyclics,
or if the domain is maximal.
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